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Welcome... and thank you for supporting our annual programme of dance, this year 
entitled REBOUND 22.  This evening’s programme is a culmination of work for 1A/2A 
practical exams next week and repertory from the college dance company NEW GROUND 
and the student-run DANCE SOCIETY.  We also have a guest performance from Grounded 
Youth Dance Company which is run out of Collyer’s for talented younger dancers from 
schools in the area. 

In preparation for this evening’s performance the students have dedicated themselves to 
numerous hours of rehearsal both in and out of lessons in such difficult circumstances.  
Lockdowns and dancing with social distancing in place, along with other restrictions, has 
had a huge impact on the dance industry and the experience of our dance students but 
they have learnt important lessons in resilience and acceptance.  They have made big steps 
towards securing future careers in dance and we are proud of their commitment and hard 
work. 

Some of the work you’ll see tonight will be a response to text, music, visual art or it might 
be a physical exploration of a concept.  They may have a narrative or a theme, but these 
might not be presented in the most obvious or literal way, so the show will incorporate a 
few brief pauses to allow you time to read the programme.  During the interval there will 
be refreshments available in the foyer. 

On behalf of the performers and the dance department, I would like to thank the principal 
and staff at Collyer’s, particularly Martin Emery and team, and the finance team, Linda 
MacLeman and Ros Creagh. Also, a big thank you to the ex-student helpers and Marcus 
Bell, our performing arts technician, for their dedication and technical support. 

Thanks again to you, our audience, for attending.  We are excited to be able to perform a 
live show once again, enjoy!        

 
Emma Gogan 
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SOCIAL IDENTITY  
Choreography:   Emma Gogan  
Music:    The Beauty of Disaster by J. Peter Schwalm 
Dancers:   New Ground Dance Company 
 
This piece explores the social identity theory developed by Henri Tajifel, which attempts to explain that 
one’s social identity is based upon their membership within a group. We have looked at the feelings 
caused by the constant pressure to conform to the expectations of others and what it feels like to be 
scrutinised when one steps out of that conventionality.  
 

SOLAR ECLIPSE 
Choreographed and danced by: Tallulah  
Music:      The Chairman Dances by John Adam   
 
1A solo choreography and performance piece exploring the orbit of the moon and when the earth 
observes a solar eclipse. Through an abstract approach, this dance examines the difference between the 
sun and moon.  The sun, implying life, light and alertness contrasting with the moon being calm and serene 
and what happens when the two cross paths.  
 

WE ARE ALL HUMAN 
Choreography:  Keira  
Music:    Come Together by The Beatles  
Dancers:   Kitty, Lexie, Keira  
 
2A group choreography takes inspiration from the sign (pictured). This 
dance is also an exploration of the events that happened on the 28th of 
June 1969; The Stonewall Inn was a safe place for LGBTQ+ community until 
it was raided by police which provoked protests led by Marsha P. Johnson. 
This dance includes a blend of contemporary dance with voguing which is a 
style of dance that was created by LGBTQ+ people as a way of self-
expression.  
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AT YOUR OWN RISK  
Choreography and danced by: Caitlin  
Music:      November by Max Richter 
     
2A solo choreography takes inspiration from the sign (pictured). This dance 
explores the theme of caution and some of its consequences. Caution is necessary 
in everyday life – however to an extreme, may result in emotional distress. 
 
 
 

GYPSY MIXTURE 
Direction    Emma Gogan 
Choreography:  Based on the original by Richard Alston  
Music:    Usti, Usti Baba by Kocani Orkestar and Senor Coconut  
Dancers:   Izzy, Tallulah, Kitty, Emily  
 
1A performance piece performed as a quartet draws on the original repertoire by Richard Alston (2004). 
Using the rhythm, structure and style of the music as a starting point. 
 
 

SUTRA 
 
Choreography:   Emma Gogan  
Music:     To Feel Much More Than Now by Olga Wojciechowska 
Dancer:    Tara and Keira  
 
2A performance piece based on the set practitioner Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui and his work ‘Sutra’. When 
working with the Shaolin monks in ‘Sutra’ Cherkaoui was influenced by their Buddhist and Taoist principles 
which adopted prayer, meditations and Kung Fu. 
 
 

CYCLE OF DISRUPTION 
Choreographed and danced: Kristy  
Music:    Deceit and Betrayal by Audiomachine  
 
1A choreography and performance piece exploring the lunar cycle and how it can influence people’s 
emotions and behaviours. The moons gravitational pull is said to affect us like the tides on earth, our 
emotions are heightened and brought to the surface, causing social tensions and disharmony.  
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LIE OF THE LAND 
Choreography:   Emma Gogan  
Music:     Struggle For Pleasure by Kai Schumacher 
Dancers:    Kristina, Daisy, Emily, Keira  
 
2A performance piece inspired by the choreography of Siobhan Davies.  Performed as a quartet this dance 
examines key features of her work including her release technical style, her use of the music and her 
personal experiences of travelling as a starting point. 
 
 
 
 

COMPLEXITIES 
Choreography and danced by: Isabelle      
Music:   Youth by Daughter 
 
2A choreography focusing on the public sign (pictured).  The dance 
explores the idea of depression with the view that recovery is not 
linear nor instant from this illness therefore we must normalise the 
fact that many people face challenges and setbacks throughout and 
even after their period of recovery.   

 

MEDUSA 
Direction: Emma Gogan and dancers 
Choreography: Based on the original by Jasmin Vardimon  
Music: Iris by Wim Mertens   
Dancers:   1A Dancers  
 
1A group performance piece based on the 2018 repertory of Jasmin Vardimon’s ‘Medusa. Using a mix of 
physical theatre, gesture, mime and contemporary styles to explore issues relating to eco feminism and 
climate change.   
 
 
 
 

INTERVAL         [15 MINUTES] 
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NOMADIC 
Direction    Emma Gogan 
Choreography:  Based on the original by Richard Alston and Ajani Johnson-Goffe 
Music:    Verbal Fight by Shukar Collective   
Dancers:   Daisy, Isabelle, Erin and Tara  
 
2A performance piece performed as a quartet draws on the original repertoire by Richard Alston (2015). 
Using the rhythm, structure and style of the music as a starting point but also the idea of travel and the 
constant shifting through space.  
 

POSE  
Choreography:  Faye  
Music: El Norte and Tango Santa Maria 

by the Gotan Project.  
Dancers:  Izzy and Faye.  
 
2A group choreography is exploring the fashion advertisements pictured, 
looking at the toxic ideals of the fashion industry.  This dance investigates 
how the models plastered on public signage are heavily photoshopped and 
how this effects the observers by the art of seduction.  
 

IT HURTS  
Choreographed and danced: Allie  
Music:    Light of the Seven by Ramin Djawadi   
 
1A choreography and performance piece exploring the character of Hamlet, specifically Act 5 scene 1, when he 
discovers the funeral for his lover, Ophelia. It focuses Hamlet’s emotions and the guilt he felt over her death. 
Hamlet is known for being impulsive, angry and indecisive, which lead to him murdering Ophelia’s father for 
revenge and resulted in her insanity and eventual death. He believes her death is his fault and struggles to deal 
with his anger at himself.   
 

RUBY TUESDAY 
Direction:   Emma Gogan 
Choreography:   Based on the original choreography by Christopher Bruce    
Music:    Ruby Tuesday by The Rolling Stones 
Dancers:   Niamh, Lily  
 
1A Performance piece based on the set practitioner Christopher Bruce and his work ‘Rooster’. Bruce’s general 
style includes a blend of Ballet and Graham-based Contemporary vocabulary, and this work is particularly 
influenced by the popular culture and attitudes of the 1960’s.  
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OUTWITTING THE DEVIL 
Direction: Emma Gogan and dancers 
Choreography: Based on the original by Akram Khan  
Music:    So Close by Olafur Arnalds  
Dancers:   Caitlin, Elizabeth, April and Izzy  
 
2A group performance piece exploring Akram Khans ‘Outwitting the Devil’. It uses a blend of contemporary 
dance and Kathak techniques to portray the poems of Gilgamesh, who’s obsession with power leads to his 
undoing.  The dance links this story to the metaphor for mankind’s selfishness leading to the destruction of the 
natural world.  
 

LOYAL 
Choreography:   Emma Gogan 
Music:     Loyal by Paloma Faith   
Dancers:    Aimee and Ella  
  
The sense of belonging is the psychological feeling of being connected to a social, cultural, professional 
group or community and this is something that has been compromised during the pandemic. This 2A 
performance piece uses a mixture of gesture and contemporary styles to explore feelings of anxiety and 
the human desire to connect with others.   
 

ONE FOR SORROW 
Choreography: Emma Gogan    
Music: Flying and Flocking by Zoe Keating    
Dancers:  Grounded Youth Dance Company  
 
Many people have grown up knowing the popular magpie rhyme where the number of birds seen at any 
one point will determine whether you have good or bad luck. Less known are all the other myths 
associated with the bird from many cultures around the world.  This dance explores the rhyme, and the 
myths looking particularly at the bird’s relationship to the devil himself.  
 
 

PAINT IT BLACK 
Choreography:  Hayley Ovens    
Music:    Paint It Black by The Rolling Stones 
Dancer:   Isabelle and Caitlin  
 
2A performance piece danced as a duet based on the set practitioner Christopher Bruce and his work 
‘Rooster’. Bruce’s general style includes a blend of Ballet and Graham-based Contemporary vocabulary, 
and this work is particularly influenced by the popular culture and attitudes of the 1960’s.  
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GROWING PAINS  
Choreography:  Emily  
Music: Unfold by Olafur Arnalds and 

SOHN   
Dancers:   Emily and Erin  
 
2A group choreography is exploring poem “Sorrow of Socks” 
by Wendy Cope. Interpreting this as the relationship between 
twins, this dance examines how this kind of relationship 
might grow, develop or change through different stages of 
their lives.  
 
 
 

NO GOOD DEED GOES UNPUNISHED 
Choreography and danced by: Izzy  
Music:      Guardian Angels by Audiomachine 
     
1A Choreography takes inspiration from the Shakespeare character Desdemona.  Looking at the loving, 
idealistic and honest features of her character and then how she was taken advantage of before her tragic 
death by strangulation.  
 
 

ALL FOR US 
 
Choreography: Erin and Tara  
Music:    All For Us by Labrinth feat Zendaya.  Followed by Let’s get loud by Jennifer Lopez 
Dancer:   Collyer’s Dance Society joined by the whole cast. 
 
This piece explores the complications that come with addiction and externalises the internal sensations of 
delirium. Inspired by HBO’s Euphoria, the choreography details the impact of substance abuse and how it is 
glorified in society. 
 
 
 

 
 


